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Abstract
We propose the 3D gravity cross-correlation method to large scale data analyses as a fast analysis
method to image the underground mass distribution. This method presents the cross-correlation
product of the observed gravity anomaly (or its vertical gradient) and the calculated field due to an
elementary mass contrast source. The cross-correlation product of the domain is used to highlight
the zones of the highest probability of mass concentrations. First, some synthetic examples
demonstrate the reliability and resolution of the method. The synthetic models discover different
parameters of investigation space as space dimensions and densities. Tests with synthetic bodies
show that the resultant correlation coefficients of the approach can delineate causative bodies in
the subsurface. Finally, terrestrial gravity anomaly data of Iran is used to study the crustal structure
and the Moho depth of Iran. The result is in a good agreement compared with other research
studies of the domain. This technique took about five minutes to calculate the 3D gravity crosscorrelation of the whole terrestrial gravity data set of Iran (25,937 data) a computer. Hence, it can
easily be used repeatedly to monitor changes of gravity field.
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1. Introduction
Today, the gravity imaging method has an
important and widespread role in many
branches of earth science, such as tectonic
studies, mineral exploration, gas and oil field
exploration, environmental issues, and more.
Airborne surveys can also be used when the
topography is rough, or the study area is wide
(Inácio and Gunter, 2010). Airborne vertical
gravity gradient surveys have some
advantages over the ground surveys.
Gravitational gradients are less sensitive to
aircraft altitude, they are also more accurate,
and they require no correction, such as
Bouguer correction (Alberts, 2009). The
purpose of inverting the gravity data is to
retrieve the geometrical and physical
parameters of the buried mass depends on the
purpose of the study.
There are two main approaches to 3D
inversion of gravity data. In the first
approach, the geometrical parameters of the
model are kept constant by dividing the
subsurface space into a grid of rectangular
cells. In this case, the unknown density
difference of each cell will be retrieved using
some iterative optimization techniques (Bear
et al., 1995; Braile et al., 1974; Li and
Oldenburg, 1998). This method has an
*Corresponding author:

inherent problem called Non-uniqueness of
solutions. In the second approach, the density
difference is assumed to be stable, and
unknown geometrical parameters of the
model are estimated, such as in Talwani and
Ewing (1960), Cordell and Henderson
(1968), Oldenberg (1974), Gomez-Ortiz and
Agarwal
(2005),
Chakravarthi
and
Sundararajan (2007). However, this approach
also has the inherent non-uniqueness
problem. In addition to the uniqueness of the
solutions, all of the above-mentioned
methods have another problem, they are very
time-consuming and require a lot of
computer memory.
The 3D gravity cross-correlation approach is
an imaging method for estimating the
equivalent physical property distribution of
the subsurface in a probabilistic sense,
without any external constraints and any
linearization. This method was first
introduced by Patella (1997) to analyze
Spontaneous Potential (SP) data to locate
subsurface anomalies. Mauriello and Patella
(1999a, 1999b) tested this method in naturalsource electromagnetic induction fields and
resistivity data. Mauriello and Patella (2001)
then applied this method to gravity data to
aghorbani@yazd.ac.ir
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estimate the volume of buried masses. This
method has also been used for multipole SP
sources to determine possible locations of
their centers and boundaries (Alaia et al.,
2009). In a subsequent study by Guo et al.
(2011), this method was used for vertical
gravity gradient.
Previous studies have shown that using this
approach is simple, easy to run, stable with
low requirements of RAM of a computer, and
less sensitive to noise. Also, this approach
can be used for imaging large-scale observed
dataset in a stable manner. The approach is
suited to be used in the early phases of the
interpretation process for an early evaluation
of the subsurface source distribution,
especially when no or little a priori
information is available (Guo et al., 2010).
In this paper, we study the crustal structure
and the Moho depth of Iran by applying the
3D gravity cross-correlation method on
terrestrial gravity anomaly data of Iran. Thus,
first we apply the 3D cross correlation
method to Bouguer anomaly data, and
Vertical Gravity Gradient (VGG). Some
synthetic examples are also presented.
Finally, the crustal structure and the Moho
depth of Iran will be discussed by applying
this method to the entire Bouguer anomaly
data of Iran.
2. Methodology
In this section, we present the methodology.
The survey is carried out on the (x, y) plane
parallel to the sea level, and the z-axis is
assumed positive downwards. For the prism
element of our point mass, the Cartesian
coordinate is Q=(xq, yq, zq), its density
difference  q , the volume of this element
dv=dxdydz, and the survey is done at random
station P=(xi,yi,zi). The theoretical gravity
anomaly value is calculated as follows (Pluff,
1976):
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where ai, bi, zi, and γ are the Cartesian
coordinates of the vertices of the prism and
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universal
gravitation
constant,
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If the prism is considered as a cubic whose

vertices are aligned with the coordinate
system, Plouff (1976) has proposed the
following formula for solving the above
integral:
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where Bq (xi, yi, zi) is called the geometrical
function of mass Q for theoretical gravity
anomaly at station P, and
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And
s=sisjsk with s1=-1, and s2=+1

(5)

Calculating the vertical derivative of
Equation (1), the value of the theoretical
vertical gravity gradient (VGG) at station P
due to the cubic element Q is (Guo et al.,
2010):
 g z , q     q dvB z , q ( xi , yi , z i )

(6)

where Bz,q(xi, yi, zi) is the geometrical
function of the element Q for the gravity
vertical gradient anomaly at station P, and its
value after simplification is (Guo et al.,
2010):
2
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(7)
Now, to calculate the correlation between the
observed gravity anomaly value and the
theoretical gravity anomaly value due to the
Q-cell, we have (Mauriello and Patella,
2001):
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where N is the number of survey stations,
and g is the observed gravity anomaly. By
putting Equation (3) into Equation (8) we
will have (Mauriello and Patella,2001):
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ηq rreflects thee cross-corrrelation deggree
betweeen the observed gravitty anomaly and
the thheoretical gravity
g
anom
maly due to the
elemeent Q. By using the Cauchy-Schw
C
warz
inequuality we haave (Mauriello and Pateella,
2001)):
2
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As a result, thesse values aree always in the
rangee of [-1, +1].. Similarly, for
f the VGG
G we
have (Guo et al., 2010):
2
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ηz,q reeflects the crross-correlattion betweenn the
verticcal gradient of
o observed gravity anom
maly
and tthe theoreticcal vertical gravity
g
graddient
due to the elemennt Q. Similarrly, by usingg the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, values
v
of ηz,qq are
in thee range of [-11, +1] too.
The vvalues of ηz,qq, and ηq (Eq
quations (9) and
(11)) indicate thee probability that how m
much
elemeent Q is ressponsible forr generating the
obserrved data. Poositive valuees of ηz,q, andd ηq
indicaate the possitive mass difference, and
negattive values of ηz,q and ηq indicate the
mass deficiency. The closeer the absoolute

(a)
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value of ηz,qq and ηq is to 1, the higher the
probability of an excesss or deficient mass
(Patella, 199
97; Maurielloo and Patella, 1999a;
Mauriello an
nd Patella, 11999b; Maurriello and
Patella, 2001; Alaia et aal., 2009; Guo et al.,
2010).
To perform the 3D crosss-correlation
n process,
the survey arrea must firsst be segmented into a
3D regular grid. Then, using the Equations
E
(9) and (11), we can callculate the co
orrelation
coefficient between
b
eacch node of this 3D
network with the survvey stations.. In this
article, after a few syynthetic models, the
gravity data of Iran will bbe studied.
3. Syntheticc Examples
To analyze the abilityy of the 3D
D CrossCorrelation method, inn this secttion, the
method is teested on threee different synthetic
models, and its advantagges and disad
dvantages
are discussed
d.
3-1. 2 Cubes
C
withh Equal Density
Difference
The first mo
odel consistss of two cubes with a
3
density diifference oof   3gr / cm
relative to th
he field. Thee size of each cube is
200×100×50
0 m3 along tthe x, y, and
d z axes,
and the centter of each cuube is in thee depth of
125 m undeerground. Th
The distance between
the stations and the prrofiles is 20
0m on a
1000×1000 m2 area on the ground
d surface.
Random Gaaussian noiise with a standard
deviation of 5% was added to the
t
data.
Figure 1 sho
ows the mapps obtained from the
observed grravity and thhe VGG. The
T black
rectangles reepresent the location of the
t cubes
on the (x, y) plane.

(b)

Figuree 1. a) Gravityy anomaly map
p of masses witth density diffeerence 3 gr/cm
m3. b) VGG maap of masses with
w density
difference of 3 gr/cm3.
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To perrform the 3D Cross-Correlationn
process, the subsurrface of thee study areaa
is segm
mented to a 3D grrid networkk
with diimensions of
o 1000×10
000×300 m 3
in whichh the size of each cell is 20×20×100
m3. Theen the valuues of ηz,q, and ηq willl
be calcuulated for eaach cell of this
t
networkk,
and the results willl be plotted
d. Figures 2
and 3 represent thhe results of applyingg
this metthod on thee gravity an
nomaly dataa
and
thhe
verticaal
gravity
y
gradientt,
respectivvely. As seen in the
t
figuress,
the exppansion andd depth of the massess
in bothh figures correspond
d well too
the locaation with thhe highest values of ηz,qq,
and ηq.

3-2
2. 2 Cubees with U
Unequal Deensity
Diffference
To test the lateral resoolution of crosscorrrelation meethod and to measuree the
sen
nsitivity of th
his method too density chaanges,
the second mod
del consists oof two cubess with
den
nsity differences of   3gr / cm3 , and

  5gr / cm3 relative to tthe field. Thhe size
and
d location of both modelss are similar to the
previous exam
mple. The ssurvey was done
sim
milarly to the previous moodel, and Raandom
Gau
ussian noise with a stanndard deviatiion of
5%
% was added to
t the data. FFigure 4 show
ws the
map
ps obtained from the graavity anomally and
VG
GG. The blacck cubes reprresent the location
of the
t masses on the (x, y) pplane.

Figure 2. Map derived from
f
the appliccation of the 3D
D cross-correlaation method on
n gravity data. Black lines sh
how the
outlines of thee true prisms.

Figure 3. Map derived frrom applying th
he 3D cross-corrrelation method to VGG data. Black lines shhow the outlines of the
true prisms.
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(a)
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(b
b)

Figuree 4. a) Gravity anomaly map of
o two cubes wiith unequal density difference (left cube has thhe density diffeerence of 3,
and right has
h the density difference of 5 gr/m3 relative to the field). b) VGG map of tw
two cubes with the density
difference of 3 and 5 gr/m3.

In thhis case, like
l
the prrevious moodel,
to peerform the 3D
D cross-corrrelation proccess,
the suubsurface off the study arrea is segmennted
to a 3D grid network
n
witth a dimenssion
3
of 10000×1000×3300 m in which the size
of eacch cell is 20×20×10 m3. Then the vaalues
of ηz,,q and ηq weere calculateed for each cell
of thiis network, and
a the resullts were plottted.
Figurre 5 (a), and Figure 6 (a) show the ressults
of aapplying crooss-correlatio
on method on
the oobserved grravity anom
maly data, and
VGG
G, respectiveely. To disp
play the ressults
of thhe tomograpphy and ressolution of this
methood better, thee images of the
t x-z direcction
were also shown in Figure 5 (b)
( and Figuure 6
(b). As seen, by applying the crross-

correlation method onn gravimetrric data,
only the bu
uried mass and location
n with a
density diffference of 5 g/cm3 can be
recovered, and
a the lowe
wer density mass
m
was
3
seen as a part
p
of mas s with 5 g//cm . By
applying thiis method oon the data obtained
from verticaal gravity grradient, this problem
has largely been resolvved, and botth buried
masses are distinct andd separable,, but the
center of th
he masses arre not fully matched
with the loccations withh the highesst values.
Considering the high sppeed of this method,
the small ceell size, and tthe low requ
uirements
of RAM of
o the compputer on which
w
the
modelling operation is pperformed, reesults are
remarkable.

(a)

(b)
Figu
ure 5. a) Map deerived from the application of the 3D cross-co
orrelation method to gravity daata. Black liness show the
nes of the true pprisms. b) The im
mage in the x-zz direction.
outlin
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6. (a) Map deriveed from applyin
ng the 3D cross--correlation meethod to VGG data.
d
Black linees show the outlines of
the true prismss. (b) The imag
ge in the x-z direection.

3-3. 2 Cubes with Equal Densityy
Differen
nce and with
h Different Dimensionss,
and Dep
pths
In this eexample, to test the latteral and inndepth reesolution of the
t 3D crosss-correlationn,
the moddel consists of two cubes with ann
3
equal deensity differeence of   3gr / cm
relative to the field. Dimension
ns of the lefft
cube is 1100×100×500 m3, and thee center has a
depth off 75 m, the riight cube has dimensionss

(a)

2
0 m3, and its center has a depth
of 250×150×50
of 125 m. lik
ke the prevvious model, the
disttance betweeen the stationns, and profiiles of
the survey is 20 m on a 10000×1000 m2 area
on the ground
d surface. R
Random Gau
ussian
noise with a sttandard deviiation of 5%
% was
add
ded to the daata. Figure 7 shows the maps
obttained throu
ugh the grav
avity and veertical
graavity gradientt survey. Thhe black rectaangles
represent the lo
ocation of thee cubes on the
t (x,
y) plane.
p

(b)
3

Figure 7. (a) Gravity anoomaly map of tw
wo cubes with tthe density diffference of 3 g/cm
m at different ddepths. (b) VGG
G map.
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To peerform the cross-correlattion process,, the
mediuum was divvided to a 3D grid netw
work
with dimensions of 1000×1000×300 m 3 in
whichh the size off each cell iss 20×20×10 m3.
Thenn the values of
o ηz,q and ηq were calculaated
for eaach cell of this
t
network, and the ressults
were plotted. Fiigures 8 an
nd 9 show the
resultts of cross--correlation on the graavity
anom
maly data andd the VGG, respectively.. As
show
wn in Figurees 8 and 9, the geometrrical
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parameters of the massses in both
h images
correspond well to thee location with the
highest prob
bability, exccept that in Figure
F
8.
The buried mass
m in Figurre 8, near thee surface,
has less ηq values
v
whereeas it is quite distinct
from the blu
ue color fieldd. In Figure 9, which
is the resultt of applyinng the metho
od to the
VGG data, the geomeetrical param
meters of
these cubes are accordannt with the areas
a
with
the highest ηz,q values.

Figuree 8. Map derivved from the ap
pplication of thhe 3D cross-correlation metho
od to gravity ddata. Black linees show the
outlines off the true prism
ms.

Figuree 9. Map deriveed from applyin
ng the 3D crosss-correlation meethod to VGG. Black lines shoow the outliness of the true
prisms.
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4. Field Data (Terrestria
al Gravityy
Anomally Data of Irran)
The terrrestrial graavity anomaaly data o f
Iran consists of 25937-observ
2
vation poinnt
data. Thhese data seets were co
ollected from
m
the Nattional Oil Company of
o Iran, thee
Institute of Geophyysics of thee Universityy
of Tehhran, and the Iran
n Nationaal
Cartograaphic Centerr at differen
nt timescaless
(Figure 10). In this section, firstt, we discusss
the tectoonic, and orogeny
o
of Iran’s majo r
geologiccal zones briefly,
b
and finally thee

resu
ults of apply
ying the 3D
D cross-correelation
metthod on terreestrial gravity
ty anomaly data
d of
Iran
n are presentted.
Thee Iranian Plateau,
P
partt of the AlpineA
Him
malayan Tecctonic Zone, is formed by
b the
con
ntinental convergence
c
between the
Araabian, and Eurasian
E
plattes (Turan sh
hield).
Tod
day, the Iran
nian plate iss characterizzed by
div
verse tectonicc domains inncluding mou
untain
beltts (e.g., Zagros, Alborz and Kopeh-D
Dagh)
and
d oceanic plaate subductiion (e.g., Maakran)
(Fig
gure 11).

Figure 100. Location off terrestrial graavity anomaly data of Iran. Black dots reepresent the teerrestrial gravity data
observation pooints. The backg
ground map is SRTM 30 m off Iran.

Figure 111. Simplified geological
g
map
p of Iran show
wing the main tectonic subd
divisions. UL: Urumieh Lakee, SSZ:
Sanandaj-Siirjan Zone, MZ
ZT: Main Zagroos Thrust, ZFTB
B: Zagros Fold,, and Thrust Beelt, UDMA: Uru
umieh–
Dokhtar Maagmatic Arc (Taaghizadeh-Faraahmand et al., 2015).
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The Zagros Folded Thrusting Belt (ZFTB)
is the result of the convergence of
the Arabian and Eurasian plates after the
closure of the Young Tethys Ocean.
After Zagros Zone, Sanandaj-Sirjan Zone
(SSZ) can be mentioned, which forms
the southwestern edge of Central Iran (CI),
and is separated from the folded and
thrust belt by the Main Zagros Thrust (MZT).
SSZ is known by metamorphic formation.
Many geologists consider the Urmia-Dokhtar
Magmatic Arc (UDMA) as the NW
boundary of the Sanandaj Sirjan Zone,
which has the continuous volcanic
activity (Berberian and King, 1981;
Berberian, 1983).
The closure of the Neotethys Ocean resulted
in the emplacement of ophiolites along
the Zagros suture zone, and the onset
of deformation in the Zagros fold, and
thrust belt (Stoneley,1981; Richards et al.,
2006). The collision process trapped
the Central Iranian block between
the Arabian plate in the south and the Turan
shield (Kopeh Dagh) in the north, and led to
intra-continental shortening, the formation of
the Iranian plateau, widespread deformation,
and mountain building (Bird, 1978). Alborz
Zone is a region with high seismic activity,
which is the result of the convergences of the
Central Iran zone (to the north compared to
Eurasia plate) and the southern basin of the
Caspian Sea (to the west compared to Eurasia
plate).
The Makran area in southeastern Iran
and southern Pakistan is a section of
the Eurasian-Arabian Plateau that extends
from the Hormuz Strait in Iran to the Indus
River mouth in Pakistan. In Makran, the
oceanic part of the Arabian Plate is
subducted beneath Eurasia along a
subduction zone from the Early Cretaceous
(Page et al., 1979).
Many studies have focused on bedrock
characterization, the Moho discontinuity
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depth,
the
crustal
structure,
and
tectonic status of different parts of Iran using
airborne
and
terrestrial
magnetic
data, airborne and terrestrial gravity data,
seismic, and teleseismic data. They have
used various methods to model and process
these data. In most of these studies, the
goal was to determine the Moho depth
and Upper Mantle Velocity Model in specific
stations or several regions of Iran
using Teleseismic data, and they did not
provide a 3D image of the overall structure of
Iran.
One of the earliest studies about the crustal
structure of Iran had been made by Dehgani
and Makris (1983) who used gravimetric data
to determine the depth of Moho. Mokhtari et
al. (2004) used seismic data to determine
Moho depth and velocity modeling in the
upper mantle. Other studies on crustal depth
and tectonic status of Iran can be referred to
Taghizadeh et al. (2014) using teleseismic
data by P-receiver transfer method. Mousavi
and Ebbing (2018) using modeling and
inversion of the combination of gravimetric
and
magnetic
data
to
determine
Iran's magnetic basement. Some other
studies on the Moho depth of Iran are
presented in Table 1, where different
locations are compared with each other in
eight groups.
In this paper, for the first time, the
whole gravimetric data of Iran is used
to analyze the 3D structural status of Iran
and its Moho depth. These data include
scattered gravitational stations available
throughout Iran that can be used effectively
for large-scale geological and tectonic
studies. Terrestrial gravity anomaly map
of Iran is shown in Figure 12. The
minimum of data is seen in the high
Zagros zone, and the maximum of data
is seen in the north of the Oman Sea
(Makran Zone) and the south of the Caspian
Sea.
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Table 1. A brief history of Moho depth studies in Iran. (ZFTB: Zagros Folded Thrust Belt, SSZ: Sanandaj-Sirjan Zone,
UDZ: Urumieh–Dokhtar Zone, MZT: Main Zagros Thrust, UDMA: Urumieh–Dokhtar Magmatic Arc).

Region
Northeastern Iran
Kopeh-Dagh

Caspian Sea

Alborz

Central Iran

ZFTB - SSZ

Persian Gulf

Makran

UDZ

Explanation

depth

Ref

Talesh mountains and northern Iran

50-60

Beneath the Kopeh Dagh

∼40–45

Kopeh-Dagh Mountains

43 ± 2, and 50 ± 2 km

Taghizadeh et al. (2014)

The coastal region of the South Caspian Sea

~46

Radjaee et al. (2010)

South Caspian Basin

30-33

Shad Manaman et al. (2011)

Central Alborz zone

54

Beneath the Damavand volcano

∼67

Central Alborz zone

55-58

West, and East of Alborz mountains

35-37

Under the Damavand volcano

~55–60

Beneath the Alborz Mountains

50 ± 2

Near the Damavand volcano

56 ± 2

The northern part of Central Iran

∼48

The southern part of Central Iran

∼42

Middle of the Central Iran

∼35-42

Lut block

35-40

Central Iran (ave)

42

Afsari et al. (2011)

Central Iran

47

Sodudi et al. (2009)

Beneath the Central Iran

40 ± 2, and 44 ± 2

Beneath the Iranian plate

40 ± 2 to 45 ± 2

Beneath the MZT

65

Beneath the SSZ

65

Northwest Zagros (ave)

42

Sanandaj-Sirjan Metamorphic Zone (ave)

51

Beneath the ZFTB

43 ± 2

Beneath the SSZ

50 ± 2–55 ± 2

Under the Persian Gulf

~38

Shad Manaman et al. (2011)

Oman Sea

18-28

Makran fore-arc setting

35-40

Abdollahi et al. (2018) &
(2019)

Western Makran

25-30

Beneath the Makran highlands

48-50

Eastern Makran

~40

Makran region

33 ± 2

Taghizadeh et al. (2014)

Below the UDMA
Urmieh-Dokhtar Cenozoic volcanic belt
(ave)

~42

Shad Manaman et al. (2011)

43

Afsari (2011)

Shad Manaman et al. (2011)

Sodudi et al. (2009)
Radjaee et al. (2010)
Shad Manaman et al. (2011)
Taghizadeh et al. (2014)
Radjaee et al. (2010)
Shad Manaman et al. (2011)

Taghizadeh et al. (2014)
Shad Manaman et al. (2011)
Afsari et al. (2011)
Taghizadeh et al. (2014)

Shad Manaman et al. (2011)
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Figurre 12. Map of thhe gravity anom
maly of the who
ole of Iran.

As shown in the figures, there iss a
good agreement between the Bougguer
gravity anomalyy trend and
d trends in the
majorr geological structures of
o Iran (Figuures
11 annd 12). For exxample, the NW-SE
N
trennd of
the Z
ZFTB is welll marked by blue contouur in
the B
Bouguer gravvity anomally map. Am
mong
the sstudies donee on this zo
one and relaated
gravity data, the study by Ab
bedi and Oskkooi
(20155) can be mentioned
d in whichh a
combbination of magnetic
m
data and Bougguer
gravity anomaly data inversion is examinned,
and the tectoniic of the area has bbeen
discuussed.
Now,, the results of applying
g the 3D crrosscorrelation on terrrestrial grav
vity anomalyy of

Iran are disscussed to iddentify and intercept
major geolo
ogical structu
tures with in
ncreasing
depth and th
he Moho deppth. For this purpose,
cells of 50×50×10 km33 are used, and the
method was continued tto 65 km depth. This
imaging too
ok 5 minutees approxim
mately for
the Intel Co
ore i5-2430M
M Acer 5750
0G laptop
with 8 GB RAM
R
memoory. It should
d also be
noted that for
f this methhod, there is no need
for an a Priori
P
modeel and linearization.
Figure 13 sh
hows the ressults of applying the
3D cross-co
orrelation m
method on terrestrial
t
gravity anom
maly data off Iran, and for
f better
representatio
on, the resullts of the meethod are
shown at deepths of 5, 115, 45 and 65
6 km in
Figures 13 and
a 14.

Figure 13. Thee 3D cross-corrrelation map of Iran.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 144. Map obtainedd by applying th
he 3D cross-corrrelation metho
od on gravity an
nomaly data of IIran at: a) 5 km
m, b) 25
km, c) 45 km
m, d) 75 km deptth. The black linne shows the lo
ocation of the seection of Figuree 15.

Here, wee discuss thee result of th
he 3D cross correlation maps at differentt depths inn
udies of thee
comparisson to the previous stu
structuraal zones in Irran. Because of the naturee
of the m
method, we must
m search fo
or the highesst
absolute values inddicating masss excess o r
mass deeficit. Maxim
mum and minimum
m
of
cross-correlation vaalues are in the Zagross,
Sanandaj
aj-Sirjan andd Makran zon
ne. Here, wee
only disscuss the results
r
of applying
a
thiss
approachh in these reggions. For th
his purpose, a
section iis plotted thaat crosses thee Zagros andd
Makran Zone. The result of th
his section iss
presented in Figure 15, and conttinued to 1500
km depthh.
By lookking at the location of Zagros andd
Sanandaj
aj-Sirjan zonnes in the 3D cross -

corrrelation map
ps (Figures. 13 and 14), it can
be noticed thatt the thickneess in the highest
h
ximum
location of Zagros mountainn is the max
(absolute value) value, iindicating th
hicker
cru
ustal layer in
n this area. According to
t 3D
corrrelation maaps at diffeerent depthss, the
Mo
oho depth in the upper Z
Zagros is estimated
to be
b 65 km. Th
his result is iin agreemen
nt with
the studies of Dehghani annd Makris (1983)
(
d Shad Man
naman et al.. (2011). An
nother
and
thin
ng seen in th
he 3D correllation maps is
i that
Zag
gros, Sanand
daj-Sirjan zoones, and Central
C
Iran
n plateau aree joined togeether down in the
dep
pth, and they constru
ruct the Irranian
con
ntinent platee, which haas lower density
d
(negative values of 3D correelation) in reelation
to oceanic
o
platees (Arabian and Turan Plate).
P

F
Figure 15. Sectiion map over th
he Makran Zonee and the Zagro
os zone (axes in
n this map are inn meter unit).
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As shown in Figure 14 (a) to (d), Makran
zone shows the highest values of the crosscorrelation products. It is similar to the
gravity map of Iran (Figure 12). This zone is
located in the southeastern part of Iran and
north of the Oman Sea. The Moho depth map
of Iran, using gravimetric studies (Dehghani
et al., 1983) shows a thickness of about 40
km for the crust in the northern Makran area,
which gradually approaches less than 25 km
along the coast of the Oman Sea. However,
this research has a different result. The
thickness of this zone is well visible in
Figures 13, 14, and 15 compared to the other
zones. As the depth increases, the positive
correlation values increase rapidly, which
implies that it has a shallow crust, and it also
implies a density increase. As seen in Figure
13, as the depth increases, the correlation
values increase, which corresponds to the
high-density oceanic crust present in this
region extending to high depths. Based on
these maps, it can be concluded that the
depth of the Moho discontinuity in this
region is almost ~20-30 km, which is almost
consistent with Taghizadeh et al. (2014) and
Abdollahi et al. (2018, 2019) results about
this region. It is mentioned that with
increasing depth, the Makran zone is
extending beneath the Iran plateau toward the
Lut block.
Another part of Figure 12, which can be
noted as anomaly, is the southern part of the
Central Iran Zone. By applying the 3D crosscorrelation on it, interesting results can be
obtained. This zone that corresponds to the
Lut Block, and is in the eastern part shown in
Figures 13 and 14 is coincident with 0 value
contour. Topographically, the zone is
completely flat and desert. According to
Figure 12, the gravity anomaly in this region
has median values of gravity data, which may
belong to intrusive igneous intrusions that
have intruded into the continental crust and
have risen to near surface. The results of
Correlation maps at different depths and
correlation values in this area (Figures 13 and
14) show that this anomaly is vanished in the
65 km depth, and zero contour value is gone
in 65 km depth. Therefore, it can be
concluded that the Moho depth of this zone is
45 km, and this result is almost consistent
with the study of Shad Manaman et al.
(2011) on this region.
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5. Conclusions
In this paper, we introduce and evaluate the
3D gravity cross-correlation method for 3D
modeling of the gravity data (or its vertical
gradient). This method was applied to three
different synthetic models, and its advantages
and disadvantages in the modeling of gravity
anomaly and vertical gravity gradient data
are discussed. The results show the high
accuracy of this method in determining the
shape and depth of the buried mass. This
method is simple, easy to run, and as
mentioned above, there is no need for an a
priori information, which is the reason that
this process is performed at a much faster
speed than other commonly used inversion
methods and commercial software. Because
of that, this method is the fastest method for
interpretation of large-scale data set. At the
end, for the first time with the help of this
method, and for a very short time, the whole
terrestrial gravity anomaly data of Iran were
seamlessly processed to study the 3D model
of the crustal layer beneath the Iranian
Plateau and the Moho discontinuity. The
results are in agreement with previous works
and researches.
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